
 

 

SWISS RULES – “LEONG” SYSTEM 

 

Proposed by Ignatius Leong 

 

Notes: 

This system was proposed in about 1987 when the Dutch and Lim Systems were adopted. The 

reasons were not given to why it was rejected. This system is similar to the Olympiad pairings 

where compatible pairing is made with little regard to colours other than Rule 12 below. The 

rules are easy to explain and more importantly, to be understood. 

 

I further propose that the “Dutch” System be re-named “Gijjsen” System since the other 

approved Swiss Systems were named after the respective authors. This is in recognition of the 

amount of invaluable work that Mr Geurt Gijssen had done for FIDE, particularly for the Laws 

of Chess and his tireless efforts for the Rules Commission. 

 

 

 

Basic Principles 

 

1.  The number of rounds to be played is declared beforehand. 

  

2. Two players can play each other only once. 

 

3. Players are paired with others of the same score, or nearest score. 

 

4. When possible, a player is given the white pieces as many times as he is given the black 

pieces. 

 

5. When possible, a player is given the colour other than that he was given in the previous 

round. 

 

6. The final ranking order is determined by the aggregate of points won: 1 point for a win, 

0.5 point for a draw and 0 for a loss. A player whose opponent fails to appear for a game 

scores a win. 

 

 

GENERAL RULES 

 

Pairing Numbers 

 

7.  Before the pairings are made for the first round, the list of players is prepared and the 

players given Pairing Numbers according to their rank in the list. Number 1 is the player 

with the highest rating. In these rules No. 1 is said to have the highest pairing number. 



Players with the same rating or without FIDE ratings are ranked in order of FIDE title, 

alphabetical order of family name, and then perhaps by lot. Pairing cards may be used to 

record players' data. 

 

Awarding the Bye 

 

8.1 If in any round the number of players is uneven, the Bye is awarded to the player with the 

lowest pairing number in the lowest Score-group. 

 

8.2 A player can receive the Bye only once. A player who has won a point by default will not 

be awarded a Bye subsequently. 

 

8.3 A player awarded the Bye scores one point for the round. He does not have an opponent 

in that round and is considered to have had no colour. 

 

Pairing a Score-group 

 

9.1 Two players who have not yet played each other are said to be compatible provided that 

the pairing will not require either player to have the same colour in three successive 

rounds, or to have three more of one colour than the other. 

 

9.2 The players with the same score form a Score-group. The Median Score-group is the 

Score-group with players having the score equal to half the number of rounds that have 

been played. Pairing begins with the highest Score-group and proceeds downward until 

just before the Median Score-group, then continues with the lowest Score-group and 

proceeds upwards to the Median Score-Group which is paired last. The Median Score-

group is paired downward. 

 

9.3 Before the players in a Score-group are paired, the players in the Score-group who have 

no suitable opponents for the following reasons are identified and transferred to a 

neighbouring Score-group. Such a transferred player is described as a Floater. Rules on 

how to select the Floater, if a choice is available, are given in the section on "Floater 

Selection Rules". 

 

9.3.1 the player has already played all the players of his Score-group. 

 

9.3.2 the player has already received two more of one colour over an equal allocation 

and there is no compatible opponent available in the Score-group to enable him to 

have a permissible colour.  

 

9.3.3 the player has already received the same colour in the previous two rounds and 

there is no compatible player in the Score-group to enable the player to have the 

alternate colour. 

 

9.3.4 it is necessary to make even the number of players in the Score-group.  

 



9.4 The players in a Score-group, after transfer of players where necessary, are arranged in 

the order of their pairing numbers and the players in the top half are tentatively paired 

with the players in the bottom half. These pairings are said to be proposed pairings, to be 

confirmed after scrutiny for compatibility and proper colour. If the players in a Score-

group are numbered : 1, 2, 3 ... n, then the proposed pairings are (ignoring colours): 1 v 

(n/2 + 1), 2 v (n/2 + 2), 3 v (n/2 + 3) ... n/2 v n. 

 

9.5 Where a proposed pairing would result in the pairing of players who have already played 

each other, the lower numbered player of the two is exchanged for another within the 

same Score-group. Further exchanges of opponents may be made to allow alternation or 

equalisation of colours where possible. How players are exchanged is described in the 

"Exchange Rules". 

 

9.6 Pairing a blocked Median Score-group 

If the Median Score-group cannot be paired it should be extended step by step under the 

following rules: 

 

9.6.1 if the number of floaters from higher score-groups is larger than the number of 

floaters from lower score-groups the next pairing of the lower score-group shall 

be cracked and the players of this pairing shall be treated as additional floaters 

from the lower score-group. Then the pairing of the Median Score-group is started 

again.  

 

9.6.2 if the above condition is not fulfilled, then the next pairing of the higher Score-

group shall be cracked and the players of this pairing shall be treated as additional 

floaters from the higher Score-group. Then the pairing of the Median Score-group 

is started again. 

 

Floater Selection Rules 

 

10.1 The Floater is a player who is transferred to another Score-group in accordance with Rule 

3, or because a compatible opponent cannot be found for the player in spite of exchanges 

in the Score-group. 

 

10.2     10.2.1  When pairing proceeds downward, if the Score-group has an odd number of   

players, the lowest numbered player is the Floater and is transferred to the next 

lower Score-group.  

 

10.2.2 When pairing proceeds upwards, if the Score-group has an odd number of players, 

the highest numbered player is the Floater and is transferred to the next higher 

Score-group. 

 

10.3 If there is a choice as to which player floats to a lower group, the player chosen is the 

lowest numbered player in the Score-group who has a compatible opponent in the lower 

Score-group, after excluding the opponents of other floaters who have higher scores or 

higher pairing numbers than the proposed floater. 



 

10.4 If there is a choice as to which player floats to a higher score-group, the player chosen is 

the highest numbered player in the score-group who has a compatible opponent in the 

higher score-group, after excluding the opponents of other floaters who have lower scores 

or lower pairing numbers than the proposed floater. 

 

10.5 If a proposed floater has no compatible opponent in the adjacent Score-group, he shall, if 

possible, be exchanged for another player in his Score-group; otherwise he shall be 

floated to a further Score-group. 

 

10.6 When pairing a group that includes floaters from a higher Score-group, the floater with 

the highest score is paired first, or the floater with the highest pairing number, if scores 

are equal. 

 

10.6.1 When pairing a group that includes down-floaters (DF) from a higher score-

group, the Floater with the higher pairing number is paired first. 

 

10.6.2 When pairing a group with DF coming from different higher score-groups, the 

Floater coming from the highest score group is paired first (not always the one 

with the highest pairing number). 

 

10.6.3 When there are DF and UF (up-floaters) in the same score-groups (this should 

normally happen in the median score-group) in the upper half of score-groups or 

in the median group, first pair the DF, then the UF and finally the remaining 

players. 

 

10.7 When pairing a group that includes floaters from a lower Score-group, the Floater with 

the lowest score is paired first, or the Floater with the lowest pairing number, if scores are 

equal. 

 

10.7.1 When pairing a group that includes UF from a lower Score-group (in the 2nd half) 

the Floater with the lowest pairing number is paired first. 

 

10.7.2 When pairing a group that includes UF coming from different lower groups, the 

UF coming from the lowest Score-group is paired first (not always the player with 

the highest pairing number). 

 

10.7.3 When there are UF and DF in the same Score group in the second half of score-

groups, first pair the UF, then the DF, and finally the other remaining players. 

 

10.8     10.8.1 When pairing downward, the Floater is paired with the highest numbered player 

available.  

 

10.8.2 When pairing upwards, the Floater is paired with the lowest numbered player 

available. 

 



Exchange Rules 

 

11.1 The proposed pairings of players obtained according to Rule 9.4 are scrutinised in turn 

for compliance with Rule 2 which stipulates that the two players have not played each 

other in an earlier round.  

 

11.1.1 When pairing downward, scrutiny of proposed pairings begins with the highest 

numbered player; if the pairing is found not to comply with Rule 2, the lower 

numbered player is exchanged until a compatible pairing is found. 

 

11.1.2 When pairing upwards, scrutiny of proposed pairings begins with the lowest 

numbered player; if the pairing is found not to comply with Rule 2, the higher 

numbered player is exchanged until a compatible pairing is found. 

 

11.2 In the following example of a score-group with six players, and pairing downward, the 

attempt is first made to find a compatible opponent for Player #1, the highest numbered 

player in the score-group. 

 

Six players in a score-group with proposed pairings as follows: 

1 v 4 2 v 5 3 v 6 

 

If the pairing 1 v 4 is not compatible, for example, because the players had met in an 

earlier round, the positions of Player #4 and Player #5 are exchanged so that we have: 

1 v 5  2 v 4 3 v 6 

 

If the pairing 1 v 5 is also not compatible, a further exchange is made. The original 

proposed pairing and possible exchanges made to find a compatible opponent for Player 

#1 are as follows: 

Proposed Pairing (col. 1) and Possible exchanges to find compatible opponent for #1 

            1 v 4 

            2 v 5 

            3 v 6 

1 v 5 

2 v 4 

3 v 6 

1 v 6 

2 v 4 

3 v 5 

1 v 3 

2 v 5 

4 v 6 

1 v 2 

3 v 5 

4 v 6 

 

11.3 After a compatible opponent, for example, #6, has been found for Player #1, the proposed 

pairing for Player #2 is scrutinised. Exchanges to find a compatible opponent for Player 

#2 are as follows: 

Proposed Pairing (col. 1) and Possible exchanges to find compatible opponent for #2 

            1 v 6 

            2 v 4 

            3 v 5 

1 v 6 

2 v 5 

3 v 4 

1 v 6 

2 v 3 

4 v 5 

1 v 3 

2 v 6 

4 v 5 

1 v 2 

3 v 5 

4 v 6 

 

11.4 The exchanges to find a compatible opponent for Player #2 must at the same time leave 

Player #1 with a compatible opponent. If this cannot be done, for example, if Player #1 

and Player #2 have previously played each other and all the other players except Player 



#6, then the original pairing of Player #1 with Player #6 is retained and Player #2 is 

floated. And, if the Score-group originally had uneven members and the lowest numbered 

player was floated to make even the number of players in the Score-group, #2 is 

exchanged with the Floater, originally #7 in the Score-group, or, if the Score-group was 

originally even, then the lowest numbered player remaining must be floated in company 

with #2 to maintain an even number of players in the Score-group. 

 

Colour Allocation Rules 
 

12.1 Where possible, and by means of exchanges, each player shall be given the alternate 

colour; at the end of each even-numbered round each player shall have had an equal 

number of Whites and Blacks. Moreover, no player shall be given the same colour in 

three successive rounds, and no player shall be given three more of one colour than the 

other. 

 

12.2 After the first scrutiny and exchanges necessary to establish that all pairings in a Score-

group are new pairings, a second scrutiny with exchanges where necessary is undertaken 

to give each player, if possible, the alternating colour and at the same time, the equalising 

colour. 

 

12.3 If one of the players in a pairing had the same colour in the previous two rounds, he must 

be given the alternating colour. If both players had the same colour in the previous two 

rounds and compatible opponents in the score-group are not available, then one or both 

players must be floated. 

 

12.4 If both players in a pairing had the same colour in the previous round, then the colours 

they had in earlier rounds, going back in sequence, shall decide who is given the alternate 

colour.  

 

12.4.1 If players in the median score-group or above had identical histories, then the 

higher ranked is given the alternate colour, or, in even-numbered rounds, the 

equalising colour.  

 

12.4.2 If the players below the median score-group had identical histories, then the lower 

ranked player is given the alternate colour, or, in even numbered rounds, the 

equalising colour. 

 

12.5 In the odd-numbered rounds, whenever possible, each player shall be given the colour 

which gives him one more only of one colour than the other. 

 

12.6 In the even-numbered rounds, whenever possible, each player shall be given the colour 

that gives him an equal number of whites and blacks. When both players of a pairing are 

due the same equalising colour, and further exchanges are not possible, the colour history 

will decide who is given the equalising colour, as in Rule 12.4. One player will then have 

two more of one colour than the other colour. This is allowed but care must be taken not 

to violate Rules 12.1 and to equalise the player's colours at the earliest opportunity. 



 

Exceptions Applicable to the Last Round 
 

13.  In the last round, Rule 3, requiring players with the same score to be paired if they had 

not met in an earlier round, shall have priority over alternation and equalisation of 

colours, even if it is necessary for one of the players to be given the same colour for the 

third round in succession, or to be given three more of one colour than the other 

 

Example of Pairings 

 

14.  Pairing Round 1 

 

14.1 If the number of players is uneven, then the Bye is awarded to the lowest numbered 

player. 

14.2 The colour to be given to Player #1 is decided by drawing lots; the other odd-numbered 

players in the upper half of the Pairing List are then given the same colour as Player #1. 

Player #2 together with the other even-numbered players in the upper half of the Pairing 

List are given the other colour. 

Depending on the draw, the pairings for the first round in a tournament of forty players 

would be either 1 v 21, 22 v 2, 3 v 23, 24 v 4, ... 40 v 20; or 21 v 1, 2 v 22, 23 v 3, 4 v 24 

... 20 v 40, where the player having white is mentioned first. This is the only occasion 

when colours need to be decided by lot. 

 

15.  Pairing Round 2 

 

15.1  The players are arranged in groups of the same score. 

 

15.2 If the number of players is uneven, then the Bye is awarded as in Rule 8. 

 

15.3 Pairing begins with highest Score-Group (1 point), continues with the lowest Score-group 

(0 point) and finishes with the Median Score-group (0.5 point).  

 

Changing Published Pairings  
 

16.  The pairings once published shall not be changed unless two players have been paired to 

play the second time. 

 

Withdrawals 
 

17.  A player who is absent twice without notifying the arbiter will be considered as to have 

withdrawn unless the absence is explained with acceptable arguments before the next 

pairing. 

 

Additional Rules 

 



18.1 A prospective player who has not arrived at the venue of a FIDE rated tournament before 

the scheduled time for the pairings of the first round shall be excluded from the 

tournament and as long as he does not show up at the venue in time before a pairing of 

another round. An exception may be made in the case of a registered player who has 

given written notice that he will be unavoidably late. No player who is not paired shall 

receive points. A player who is not present cannot receive the bye. 

 

18.2 Accelerated methods are acceptable only if they were announced in advance by the 

organizer and are not biased to favour any special players. 

 

18.3 It is not allowed to vary the correct pairings so as to maximize a player’s opportunities to 

fulfill title requirements. 


